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Abstract: General steady state formalism for the transmission probability for electron transfer through DNA system is derived, by 
assuming DNA system chain as one scattering region bounded by two strands. The ladder model is considered to calculate the energy 
spectrum of the DNA system. The transmission probability calculations are employed to calculate I-V characteristics and the 
temperature-conductance dependence which are found to be comparable in behavior with other findings. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In order to obtain estimates of quantum transport at the 
molecular scale, electronic structure calculations must be 
plugged into a formalism which would eventually lead to 
observables such as the linear conductance (equilibrium 
transport) or the current-voltage characteristics (non-
equilibrium transport). Within the class of biopolymers, 
DNA is expected to play an outstanding role in molecular 
electronics. This is mainly due to its unique self-assembling 
and self-recognition properties which are essential for its 
performance as a genetic code carrier. It is the hope of many 
scientists that these properties might be further exploited in 
the design of electronic circuits [1-4]. Recently, experiments 
[5] on single suspended DNA with a more complex base 
sequence have shown unexpectedly high currents of the 
order of 100–200 nA. The theoretical interpretations of these 
recent experiments and, in a more general context, the 
elucidation of possible mechanisms for charge transport in 
DNA have not, however, been unequivocally successful so 
far. While ab initio calculations can give at least in principle 
a detailed account of the electronic and structural properties 
of DNA, the huge complexity of the molecule and the 
diversity of interactions present preclude a complete 
treatment for realistic molecule lengths. On the other hand, 
model-based Hamiltonian approaches to DNA have been 
already been discussed in great detail and can play a role by 
addressing single factors that influence charge transport in 
DNA. In order to mirror the experimental situation, a large 
variety of theoretical studies have been modeled but the 
results are not necessarily consistent across different models. 
In this model, each base is modeled as a distinct site where 
the base pair is then weakly coupled by the hydrogen bonds. 
The resulting two-channel model is shown in Fig.(1). This 
ladder model is a planar projection of the structure of the 
DNA with its double helix unwound. There are two central 
branches, linked with one another, with interconnected sites 
where each represents a complete base and which are 
additionally linked to the upper and lower backbone sites. 
The backbone sites as in the fishbone model are not 
interconnected. The hydrogen-bonding between base-pair is 
described as an additional hopping perpendicular to the DNA 
stack as shown in Fig.(1). In the following, we will present 
our extended theoretical treatment for both the case of the 

electron scattered from one scattering region that contains 
base pairs only and the one contains both the base pairs and 
the backbone to calculate transmission probability as a 
function of electron energy from which we obtain all the 
transport properties. 
 

 
Figure 1: The ladder model for electron transport along 

DNA. 
 
2. Theoretical Model 
 
2.1 The Case of Active Region contains the base pairs 
only  
 
The simplest tight binding model of the DNA stack can be 
constructed as a one dimensional model. There is a single 
central conduction channel in which the individual sites 
represent a base-pair. Every link between sites implies the 
presence of a coupling interaction. The description of DNA 
base pair as a single site represents a simplification of the 
wire model. Accordingly, the distinction will be loosed 
between a pair with G (or A) on the 5’ end of the DNA and a 
C (or T) on the 3’ side and one where C sits on the 5’ and G 
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on the 3’, i.e. GC is equal to CG. This distinction becomes 
important when considering hopping between base-pairs, e.g. 
the hopping from GC to AT is different from CG to AT 
because of the different size of the DNA bases and thus the 
different overlap between G to A and C to A (and similarly 
for C to T and G to T) [6]. We describe the system under 
consideration (that shown in fig.(1, a) by using the following 
time-independent Hamiltonian(using Dirac’s notations).This 
electronic Hamiltonian takes into account all the sub-systems 
interactions. The different indexes D, A, Br, L, R, b↑ and b↓ 
denote the donor and acceptor, the bridge (DNA molecules 
bases with total number N), the left lead and right lead, and 
the up and down backbones. The model Hamiltonian is as 
follow, 
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The index kiis the energy wave vector. Ei represents the ith 
energy level position and | ��  and  �� | represent the ket and bra 
states respectively. Vij represents the coupling interaction 
between the subsystems i and j with Vij= Vji. The system 
wave function can be written as, 
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Where Cj(t) represent the time dependent expansion 
coefficients. The equations of motion for Cj(t) can be 
obtained by using time dependent Schrodinger equation [7], 
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So, we get the following set of related differential equations, 
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To get steady state formalism, we define Cj(t) as C�(t) =
C��e���� with E represents the system eigen values. So we 

putC��
� = 0 and by consider the following separation 

procedure: 
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With α=A, D, Br and b 
 
by substituting these definitions in eqs.((4)-( 9)) we obtain 
obvious expression for, 
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Where, 

� (�) = ������
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represents the interaction self-energy, with[8], 
 

Г�(�) = −����(�) + �∫ ��(��)���/(� − ��)           (16) 
Where ρj(E) is the electronic density of states of the 
subsystem j [9], 
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The transmission amplitude and the transmission probability 
are respectively defined by: 
 

�(�) =
��̅(�)
��̅(�)

=
��(�)
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                          (18) 

and, 
 

�(�) = |�(�)|�                          (19) 
 
Notably, in the following, the transmission spectrum will be 
calculated with EA is fixed at 0.0. 
 
2.2 The Case of Active Region contains the base pairs 
with backbones 
 
In this section, we denote the active region which includes 
the DNA bases with the backbone by Br. Accordingly, we 
describe the system under study by using the following time–
independent Hamiltonian, which takes into account all the 
sub-systems interactions by using Dirac's notations: 
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The different indices D, A, Br, L and R denote donor, 
acceptor, DNA bases with the backbone, left lead and right 
lead respectively. 
 
The system wave function can be written as, 
�(�) = ��(�)| ��  + ��(�)| ��  + � ����(�)| ���� 
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By following the same procedure that over mentioned in 
section (2), we get: 

��̅(�) =
��(�)
��(�) ��̅(�)                         (22) 

Where,  
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Equations (23) and (24) are required to calculate the 
transmission probability for the case of scattering region 
containing the base pairs with backbones. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1The Case of Base Pairs Only 
 
We will calculate the eigen values of the base pairs (for the 
arrangement of base pairs shown in fig.(1) which is also of 
homogenous sequence) by using tight binding model [10], 

�� = ������ − 2���� �
��

� + 1
�                   (25) 

Where, Ebasis (=(EG+EC)/2-tgc)is the energy of the basis (i.e. 
the energy of one base pair), tGC (=0.04 eV) is the hoping 
integral[10]. The energy levels positions in this case are 
lying in the range 1.50 eV ≤ E ≤ 3.03 eV, within the LUMO 
levels with respect to lead Fermi level EF=-5.5 eV.  
 Accordingly, the active region density of states is written as, 
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The relationship between the transmission probability T(E) 
and energy E assuming the ladder model for the case belong 
to the active region contains the DNA bases only is 
illustrated in fig.(2) , where all energies are measured with 
respect to EF=-5.5 eV . The peak-dip transmission number is 
also N-1, which is attributed to the interference effects. In all 
figures, it is obvious that each transmission spectrum 
experiences a quantum shift towards the higher energies. The 
connection up-up results in a high transmission probability as 
compared with the down-down connection because 
VbuD>VbdD and VbuA<VbdA .  
 

 

 
Figure 2: Transmission probability as a function of energy 
with sequence (G/C)10 and connections as (a) Doner-5-
DNA-3-Accepter (b) Doner-3-DNA-5-Accepter (c) Doner-5-
DNA-5-Accepter (d) Doner-3-DNA-3-Accepter for ladder 
model without backbone Parameters:Vbu =-0.7, Vbd=-0.65, 
VAbu=-0.9, VAbd = -0.85, VbuD =0.85, VbdD =-0.85, t12 =0.04 
and t=-0.4 are all in eV. 
 
3.2 The Case of Base Pairs with Backbone  
 
We calculate the eigen values of the bridges (base pairs with 
backbone) by using tight binding model [11],  
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Where, t12 is the strength of hydrogen bond, t12=0.04 eV. The 
energy levels positions in this case are lying in the range 0.32 
eV ≤ E ≤ 1.29 eV, which are lying in the LUMO levels. 
Accordingly, we write the scattering region density of states 
as, 
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Our calculations for the case assuming the ladder model with 
backbones are illustrated in fig.(3). The peak-dip 
transmission behavior emerge for E > 1.6 eV. The width of 
the resonances is not equal because the energy levels at 
which the electrons can hop are not the same along the active 
region. It is obvious that the transmission spectrum is shifted 
in the energy axis toward the higher energies.  
 
Finally, the values of T(E) is determined by the system eigen 
values, the coupling interaction between subsystems and the 
number of channels for the electron to transfer.  
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Figure 3: Transmission probability as a 
with sequence (G/C)10 and connection
Accepter for ladder model with backbone
0.7, Vbd=-0.7, VABr =-0.9, VBrD =-0.5and t=
 
3.3 The Strong Coupling Limit 
 
The probability of transmission in the
coupling (between the base pairs and backbones)
investigating and studied in this section.
changing the coupling strength with
corresponds to the environmental changes.
 
Due to relatively small values of the electronic
(between base pairs) parameters, the eigenvalues
very close to the onsite energies of the
region (see figs.((4)-(5)). Changing the coupling
the backbone correspond experimentally 
changes.  
 
The probability of transmission shows strong
the DNA-lead coupling strength, so a 
defined transmission resonances appear.
called the resonant tunneling regime where
correspond to the energies of the electronic
the active region (i.e. molecular wire of N
coupling limit one may expect that the electronic
modified significantly, which leads to resonances
broadened.  
 
It is obvious in our calculations that 
reduction in the values of transmission
change comprises all the range of energy.
that the determination of the hybridization
so simple problem and it must be related to
may be physical, chemical or biological. 
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Figure 4: Transmission probability
with sequence (G/C)10 and connection
Accepter for ladder model without
Vbu =-1.4, Vbd =-1.3, VAbu=- 
VbdD =-0.85 ,t12 =0.04 and t=-

Figure 5:Transmission probability
with sequence (G/C)10 and 
Accepter for Ladder model
Vbu=Vbd=-1.4 , VABr =-0.9, VBrD

 
3.4The Tunneling Current Calculation
 
It is well known that the calculating
spectrum is the most important
and dynamic properties of the
nanostructures. 
 
In this section, our transmission
be employed to calculate the
DNA molecule. 
 
The electric current through 
with or without backbone) can
Landauer transport formula [12
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probability as a function of energy 
connection as Doner-5-DNA-3-
without backbone. Parameters: 
 0.9, VAbd =-0.85, VbuD =-0.9, 
-0.4 all are in eV. 

 
probability as a function of energy 

 connection as Doner--DNA--
model with backbone Parameters: 

BrD =-0.5, t=-0.4 are all in eV. 

Calculation 

calculating of the transmission 
important step in studying the transport 

the electron transport process in 

transmission spectrum calculations will 
the electric current through the 

 the active region (base pairs 
can be calculated by using the 
12-13]:  
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fα(E) is Fermi distribution function of electrons in the lead α, 
with α=L, R,  

��(�) = �1 + ��� �
� − ��

����
��

��

                      (30) 

μαis the chemical potential of the lead α, with �� = �
� and 

�� = −�
�, where V is the bias voltage. While Tα is the 

temperature of the lead α, with TL=TR=T, T is fixed at 300K, 
which means that the leads are in thermal equilibrium. The 
tunneling current properties are investigated by sweeping the 
bias voltage from -4 eV to 4 eV. The I-V curves for the same 
over mentioned connections are shown over the extended 
bias window as shown in figs.((6)-(7)). The I-Vcurves clearly 
show a nonlinear dependence. From these figures, we can 
clearly identify two regimes. In the first, the current is 
vanished for certain range of bias voltage as shown in 
table(1) which summarizes all information about the ladder 
model for two cases (with and without backbones). This 
voltage gap is type connection-dependent. All Figures 
illustrate that the DNA acts as an insulator in low voltage 
bias. At relatively higher bias voltages, the current shows a 
drastic increase as shown in all figures. The difference in 
voltage gap may be attributed to the difference in resistance 
which is type connection-dependent. Also notable is the fact 
that the I-V characteristics are approximately symmetric with 
respect to the absolute value of the bias polarity, since the 
active region is placed in the middle of the gap between the 
electrodes. In general, the currents through the active region 
with backbone are found to be higher than the calculated 
current for the active region without backbone. Our results 
represent a good qualitative agreement with the electronic 
structure (i.e. the transmission spectrum) of the system along 
the zero current part of the I-V curves. The observed voltage 
gap in the I–V characteristics cannot be directly related with 
the HOMO-LUMO gap of our DNA molecules. 

 
Figure6: Current as a function of bias voltage with sequence 
(G/C)10 for ladder model without backbone. Parameters: 
VAbu=- 0.9, VAbd =-0.85, VbuD =-0.9, VbdD =-0.85, Vbu =-0.7, 
Vbd=-0.65, t12=0.04 and t=-0.4 all are in eV. 

 
Figure 7: Current as a function of bias voltage with 
sequence (G/C)10 for ladder model with backbone. 
Parameters: Vbu=Vbd=-0.7, VABr =-0.9, VBrD =-0.5, t=-0.4 and 
t12=0.04 all are ineV. 
 
The values of voltage gap may also strongly depend on the 
disorder and correlation which are not included in our work.  
 
Table 1: Represents the values of voltage gap for the ladder 

model for two cases (with and without backbones). 

Model Type of Voltage gap 
Connection (eV) 

Ladder model Up-up 1.1 
Without backbone Down-down 1.1 

  Up-down 1.2 
  Down-up 1.02 

Ladder model 
------------------ 0.02 With backbone 

 
3.5 Conductance Calculations 
 
In this section the conductance for the sequence (G/C) will 
be calculated as a function of temperature, i.e. the lead 
temperature, in the case of thermal equilibrium. We will 
summarize our results for the conductance, as long as the 
transmission probability is obtainable in our model 
calculation, by using the following formula [14], 
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With f(E) is defined in eq(27). As the thermal equilibrium is 
considered in our calculation TR=TL=T with 0 < T < 300 K. 
Our results presented in fig.(8) is with base pairs only in the 
case of ladder model. While fig.(9) represents our calculation 
with base pairs and backbones in the case of ladder model. 
One can observe that the conductance is independent on 
temperature for 0 < T < 150 K, we note that the conductance 
stays constant with increasing of temperature until it reaches 
nearly 150 K. While it is nonlinear for T > 150 K, one can 
observe high and sudden increasing in the conductance with 
normal increasing of temperature. This may attributed to the 
thermal broadening of the Fermi function, since our 
treatment does not include effects of molecular vibrations. It 
is too difficult to explain the observed temperature 
dependence in DNA. According to our treatment, the strong 
conductance – temperature dependence at relatively high 
temperatures can be attributed to the increase in the 
hybridization between the active region energy levels with 
the left and right leads levels as the temperature increases. 
For T > 150 K, one can assume that the conductance is 
enhanced by the hopping transport mechanism between the 
chemical potentials and active region energy levels that lying 
above the chemical potential and then between adjacent sites. 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8:Conductance as a function of temperature with 
sequence (G/C)10 and connections as (a) Donor-5-DNA-3-
Accepter and (b)Donor-3-DNA-5-Accepter (c) Donor-3-
DNA-3-Accepter and (d)Donor-5-DNA-5-Accepter for 
ladder model without backbone with Parameters: t=-0.4, Vbu 
= -0.7, Vbd= -0.65, VAbu=-0.9, VAbd=-0.85, VDbu=-0.9, VDbd=-
0.85, t12=0.04 in eV. 
 

 
Figure 9: Conductance as a function of temperature with 
sequence (G/C)10 for ladder model with backbone with 
Parameters: t=-0.4, Vbu=Vbd=0.7, VAbu=-0.5, VABr=-
0.9,VBrD=-0.5 and t12=0.04 in eV. 
 
Notably, it is obvious that the conductance behavior is the 
same for all types of connection. At T=300K, the values of 
conductance are determined by the types of connection for 
the calculations that are performed for the base pairs only in 
the case of ladder model (see table (2)). For the up-up 
connection, the conductance for the ladder model. 
Experimentally [15] the temperature dependent conductivity 
is explained by suggesting two transport mechanisms, i.e. 
ionic conduction at low temperatures and temperature driven 
hopping transport processes at high temperatures. The 
underlying physics of the weak temperature dependence at 
low temperatures was not understood. 
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Table 2: The conductance G (in unit of (2e2/h)) for the 
ladder model at two different temperature with different 

connecting, for the sequence (G/C)10. 

Model 
Type G at G at 

Connection 50 K 300 K 
Ladder model Up-up 3.14×10-17 1.48×10-4 

without Backbone Down-down 3.18×10-17 1.49×10-5 
  Up-down 2.80×10-17 1.32×10-4 
  Down-up 3.57×10-17 1.67×10-4 

Ladder model 
------------------ 9.64×10-11 0.00741 with Backbone 

 
4. Conclusions 
 
In this paper, different results about charge transport in DNA 
system are reviewed. DNA conductivity depends on 
conditions like number of base pairs, base pairs sequences, 
temperature, and contact to electrodes and so on. According 
to different sets of results that DNA molecules behave like 
insulator, semiconductor and conductor. The transport 
through DNA in molecular junctions demonstrated the 
ability to control the connectivity between the double strand 
and the two electrodes. Interestingly, no significant 
difference was determined between the conductances when 
using different connection strategies [16] for a homogenous 
DNA sequence. In contrast, our calculations of currents 
through an ordered sequence showed high values of 
magnitude suggesting that for such ordered sequences. Based 
on our reduced contact probabilities analysis those show 
those such transport through ordered sequences are sensitive 
to the connection strategy. Theoretical evaluation of the 
current requires explicit account for many effects including 
coupling to electronic interactions that were excluded in the 
present treatment. The transport through transient structures, 
associated with temporal fluctuations in the tight-binding 
model parameters. Some significant electronic conduction 
properties for DNA molecule in the donor/DNA/accepter 
system have been studied by using ladder model. Our results 
suggest a good agreement with the electronic structure of the 
DNA in the ladder, additional we have presented a technique 
that allows the computation of electron transport through 
short sequences of DNA, including transmission probability, 
I-V characteristics and temperature dependent conductance.  
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